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EXPEP.IMENl%
~
ON AI~OILS WITH TRAILING EDGE CUT AWAY.*
By J. Ackeret.
Airfoils with their trailing edge cut away are often found
on aircraft, as the fins on the hulls of flying boats and the
central section of the wings for affording better visibility. It
was therefore of some interest to discover the effect of such cut-




purpose, systematic experiments were performed on
airfoils, a symmetrical airfoil No. 4-60zmd an air-
foil of ificdiumthickness No. 508, with successive shortenings of
their chords. The airfoils had a span of 1 meter (3.28 feet) and
a chord of 20 cm (7.87 in.). Figs. 1 and 4 show the two airfoils
in their original condition and the forms obtained by successive
cutaways. By cutting away 2 cm (0.79 in.) at a time, the chord
was finally shortened to 6 cm (2.36 in.). The cuts were perpen-
I!h~ dicular to the chord in ~o~ 508 and perpendicular to the midclle
Ii
>
,! line in No. 460.1
The coefficients obtaiqed from the experiments refer to the
,... ,, ,,,,
areas or ,chordsof the original airfoils and are designated by
*“Messung&. an Profilen mit abgeschnittener Hinterka~te,” from
“Er ebniese der Aerodynamischen Versuchsanstalt zu Gottingen,”
Rep~rt 1~1 (1927), pp. 82-86. See also J. Ackeret,fi‘lVersuchean
profilen mit abgeschnittene~ Hinterka,ntellin Ilvorlaufige~itteil-
ungen der Aerodynamischen Versuchsanstalt ZU G&ttingen,” No. 2,
1924.
K.A.C.A. Technical
‘ and rm’.ca’5 Cw, .,
... —.—
Memorandum No. 431
They are plotted in
2
the usual manner in Figs.
2-6., The numerical values of the coefficients are given in’
.
Tables I-XVI. The results s-nowan increase in the,wing-section
drag (or profile d-rag)with the increase in the height of the
CUt behind the airfoil, due to the negative pressure on this sur-
fa,ce,as well as a reduction in the maximum lift. On the unsSym-
metrical airfoil ~~o. 508, the center of pressure moves nearer
,#--–-—----—”----------’”.”--’‘“”—-”--------._,---d.-.
the leading edge with increase in the portion cut away, as shown
,=‘-
by the decrease in the ~~ values.
.-’”-”’”-....,,....___.._----
If the coefficients are based on the ground plans of the
airfoils produced by the cutaways, a large increase in the maxi-
mum lift appears, along with considerable increase in the wing-
section drag with the shortening of the chord. Figs. 7–8 show
the values camax plotted abjinst the chord, both with reference





reference to the new chords produced by the cutaways
a
—. 20 cm to t =.3 cm). In addition to the coefficients
and CK,’, ‘Tables I-x71 also contain the coefficients
the actual chords and areac result ing from the cutaways.
These are designated by Ca, Cw and cm.
The experiments ShOW that small cutaways from the trailing
.,
.,
edge make very little d~~>ference. “’Henc~,hO great importance
should be attached to the extension of the trailing edge into a
sharp point, this being merely a question of expediency.
N.A.C.Ai Tcchnica.1Memoranda?. No. 431
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t, = t6 cm
100 qfl’
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b = 100 cm. t=20crl






























































































































































































































































100 Ca, 100 c~ 100 cm
- 30.3 6.40 :- 9.1
3.7 6,40 ‘ 0.0





































































loo c~l 100 WI ‘ 100 c~
7,55 - 6.3 - 54.T
6.84 - 3.3 - 29.2
6.84
- 0.1 + 1.7
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Referred to t = 20 cm
II
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